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Building Bridges

Update 7/10/16: New insight: Building Bridges needs to build a bridge between their talking and their
doing. They talk a good talk, but do nothing… literally not a thing, except rarely. All unevolved Build a
Bridge people are underachievers .

The spiritual/intangible capacity missing is “mental representation” which is knowing how to do it. Then the
doing is easy for them.

Update 4/3/16: Another piece of the puzzle: these people are the “untapped potential“… none of the
Building Bridges people ever amount to much, because they are scared or too stingy to take the crucial
step…

Update 1/4/16: Working with a Building Bridges person, I suddenly had an insight: the core issue of this
person, of this soul correction is seeing the world as either your or me, either them or me.

The original stingy… impossible for the person to see, because that is the “truth”. Every action is coming
from that “truth”.

Important to see that they live with a spouse who they believe are below them… to whom they feel
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superior… a delusion. But for their delusional self it is important to feel above, better, superior.

It is always about that… you are either my soul mate, or go to hell. You either support me or go to hell.
You are either with me or against me… Stalin, the Russian dictator… result: more Russians dead than in the
two world wars together.

What is the DNA capacity that is missing? Generosity, or course. Generosity as a capacity is all about that:
and… instead of or…

Update: While I was activating Appreciation, the DNA capacity to see value, this is what I saw:

Building Bridges is the soul correction of the person who think themselves an island.

Separate from the Light, separate from others, and separate from themselves.

They have an excellent vocabulary and style to cover it up, but I am not buying it.

with that said: they only see value that they made up, or what supports what they made up.

Activating the DNA, appreciation, is going to rattle you, because seeing value will either be
impossible, or start to perform your soul correction… quite an upset of the established world
view.
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Activating the DNA, appreciation, is going to rattle you, because seeing value will either be
impossible, or start to perform your soul correction… quite an upset of the established world
view.

When your prayers go unanswered, when there is more darkness than Light in your life, when confusion
reigns over order, there is one reason: You have severed your connection to the Original Design, with the
Light, the Creator aspect of you.

You need to remove the elements that separate you, greed, desire for the self alone, wanting to be right,
looking good, etc… all the horizontal aspirations need to be pulled back and reduced, so you can start
connecting to the part of you, the vertical part, where all the Light comes from.

At the same time, you must repair some of the relationships in your life, restore integrity, and start looking
at your actions from the point of view of the other.

You cannot obtain one without the other

And I am adding this in May, 2012: you need to build a bridge to your Self… to your own silence, to your
own core. That is what I suggest you start with. You like to live on the surface, consider yourself a
connector, but you ignore or neglect your own depths…

In that space serious illnesses can be born, serious unhappiness.
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